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Archived: This article is archived because it is not considered relevant for third-party developers creating commercial solutions today. If you
think this article is still relevant, let us know by adding the template {{ReviewForRemovalFromArchive|user=~~~~|write your reason here}}.
The Mobile web server discontinued, as of February 2010. See below for more information.
This page presents all the articles in the Nokia Developer Wiki that include the category Mobile Web Server. If new to this technology, besides some
basic information presented here, check also the Mobile Web Server Landing Page in Nokia Developer.

Mobile web server discontinued, as of February 2010
After more than two and a half years in beta, Mobile Web Server has now been archived from Nokia Beta Labs. This was an experimental prototype, so
there was no guarantee that it would last forever. Future plans are still open, but we can’t say at this time how this activity will evolve further. Many of us
do think that this kind of concept will become a trend some day.
For those who have been using mymobilesite.net, the service and related support was discontinued at the end of January 2010. We apologize for any
inconvenience this may have caused. Now that the service has stopped, you won’t be able to reach your mobile from the Internet with a familiar web
address anymore. However, your Mobile Web Server device software remains as it is, and will continue to be available for use in local mode. The data that
you have created remains on your device, and it will not be lost even now when the service has ended.
We would like to thank everyone that used, tuned, and helped develop Mobile Web Server and mymobilesite.net. It has been a great pleasure to work with
you on this project.

Introduction
Mobile Web Server is a concept developed by Nokia Research Center. The server available from mymobilesite.net is a next step towards an easy-to-use and
easy-to-develop system. The concept provides, for example, a Nokia gateway infrastructure for HTTP connectivity to devices; an easy registration of your
own domain name; a Nokia signed MWS S60 software download; ready-made content that allows users to easily use, create content, and browse it
immediately after setup; a web cache; an SSL connection security; and an authentication system for accessing the terminal content. The mobile server is
open for HTML content and application development with Apache technology and Python programming environment.

Recently edited Mobile Web Server Articles
None

More information
mymobilesite.net service
Nokia Developer developer documentation
Mobile Web Server open source project
Source code of Mobile Web Server
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